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Introduction
The number of smartphone users worldwide has jumped by one billion in the last
four years (Statista, 2019), to account for just under half the world’s population.
Looking to commerce-leading countries such as the US, where mobile commerce
is projected to make up 73% of the $4 trillion online shopping market by 2021
(Statista, 2018), businesses see the writing on the wall.
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“Mobile commerce could make up more than half of all
online commerce spending by 2021.”
People want a more convenient mobile experience when it comes to B2C
contexts. The same opportunity applies to the B2B world, where employers
and employees alike carry a device in their pocket which can remove
countless challenges from their work. The trends of mobility, accessibility,
security, simplicity and usability are unavoidable, and businesses must find a
way to deliver solutions according to them. Building a mobile app from
scratch, or to enhance an existing business process, is not a simple
task.
Therefore, Godel has built a dedicated mobile division that
has delivered apps for leading B2B and B2C companies across
the UK, that exist as part of wider software delivery visions. This
whitepaper describes how the full mobile app development
journey goes for Godel and a client, from start to finish.
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About the author
Siarhei Adamenia is Godel’s Head of Mobile. He joined
Godel in October 2017, with great skills in developing
cross-platform mobile applications based on Microsoft
technology stack, with front and back-end engineering
expertise.
Since then he has gone on to lead the company’s
fast-growing Mobile division, which has delivered many
successful apps for its clients.

Pre-consideration: do you
need to build a mobile app?
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In this mobile-driven world, an app can seem like the ideal doorway to accessing
a rich revenue stream. However, just like any product development scenario, the
decision needs to be underpinned by what value an app will add for the
customer.
On the other hand, an “if it isn’t broken” mentality can be a roadblock to
innovation, so when making the decision, teams must consider these three
questions, that should be tackled in this order:

1

Why do you need to create this product?

Like any product, firstly you must know exactly what
problem it will solve and what value it will add in the
existing market, or to a new market. This is the question that comes
up prior to and during the “inception” phase of the mobile
development lifecycle. Ideally, this thought process will allow teams
to conclude whether mobile app development is the best solution
for the task at hand.

What are you going to develop?

Now we enter the “design” phase of the
lifecycle – prior to development. What will the app
look and feel like, and how should it respond to
users? For any application UX/UI is a critical
consideration. Other analysis will involve the app
performance requirements and resulting
architectural considerations, and overall scope of
delivery which strikes a balance between the client
needs and goals.

How will it be developed and delivered?

Getting into the technical details of the development
phase will set the direction for exactly how the app
will be delivered. Here we consider production
stages – prototyping, then the requirements for
alpha / beta release, and other critical milestones.
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“

Looking proactively to the end goal means it’s
necessary to define the best possible technology
stack from the outset. Sometimes this means
changing the initial plan, but that is why we adopt
agile delivery in all our engagements – it means
we can adapt quickly where needed.

”

How to kick off the mobile
development journey
Since Godel has a large existing client portfolio, it has common patterns and
best practices that it can apply to the starting stages of new client
engagements. Naturally, each engagement is different, and methods may
vary, however these general approaches are tried and tested.

Forming the partnership
Godel begins by writing a kick-off agenda, starting with an on-site visit for the
Godel mobile team to meet their client. Getting the foundation for
partnership in place at the outset is very important in setting the stage for
productive collaboration – especially for building a solution that will likely be
so close to the beating heart of the client, their customers.
The visit will focus on the partnered team getting to know one another and
the context of the client organisation. An early focus on understanding their
customers, competitors, industry and stakeholders assists Godel’s future
context-driven development. The partnered team will agree a consensus on
ways of working – development and testing methods, the “Definition of
Done”, environments and other processes.

Role of the
product mindset
“Somebody with a product mindset
understands that each new software product
should bring value to end customers and the
company and is constantly focused on this mantra
throughout the entire development cycle.”
The mobile division is cross-functional to the core. Our people take a
business analyst’s mindset into the initial discovery, to understand
what is and isn’t possible within what the client business wants to
achieve. They’ll achieve this with regular meetings, communications,
trips ans strategic planning sessions in the first months of the
engagement, to gain a true understanding of the business.

Then, it’s time to dive into the details of building the app itself.

“The Product Mindset Philosophy”

Native, cross platform or PWA: how do they stack up?
Native

Cross-platform

Progressive Web App

Apps coded in 2 separate environments:
one for Android, one for iOS.

Apps built in a re-usable codebase, that can
be deployed on both Android and iOS.

Browser-based web apps with
functionality beyond traditional web apps.

Cross platform apps’ shared codebase allows
singularity across architectural approach,
networking layer, database business logic, user
interface, testing etc. - ultimately allowing faster
overall delivery.

PWAs are relatively simple for non-mobile
specific developers to build and maintain.
This removes the need for a separate mobile
team in lower-maintenance scenarios.

Native developers can use the latest features
from source providers like Apple and Google, that
are optimised for the Android and iOS
platforms, facilitating faster performance.
Developers have full access to the extensive
library of native development tools, modern
frameworks and libraries. This can open the door
to more feature-rich user experiences.

Non-mobile software engineers may find the
cross-platform technology stack (React Native
or Xamarin, for example) easier to learn.

A native approach requires two development
streams. This means two teams, and while this
can be managed with effective co-ordination,
extra effort must be taken to avoid divergence
between the two apps.

Less people are required to form a crossplatform team. This can make cross-platform
apps easier to maintain long-term - however, less
features are available than for native apps, for
both feature development and testing.

Two teams will be necessary to maintain the
application long-term. However, debugging tools
for native apps are currently more advanced.

There are limits to what the cross-platform
engine can handle – application size, launch
speed, and advanced debugging tools are some
areas which aren’t yet perfect.

Due to being implemented directly on a
browser, a range of APIs can be used to
easily and quickly access a back-end
environment.
Their use of “service workers” make for a
speedy experience that, in some cases, can
rival a native app.
PWAs are less optimised towards use of
hardware device features (such as
geolocation, camera, internal storage) than
native and cross platform technology stacks.

Who’s who in a
mobile team?
Delivery Management,
Business Analysts, Product Owners.

As development commences, agile management
of the engagement from the start is paramount in
ensuring the nuances of each delivery requirement
aren’t lost.
Beyond management of the backlog, the delivery
staff on client and Godel’s teams work closely to
--facilitate true agile alignment – employing tactics
to encourage knowledge sharing, shared vision
and general positive communication channels.
Godel’s Business Analysts work very closely with
the client’s Product Owner to clarify requirements
and translate them from business to technical
language for the team. Together, they are
instrumental in building a structured, well-formed
backlog with a common glossary – the key to
ongoing clarity, development speed and success.

Quality Assurance:
Four Testing Scenarios
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No manual / AQA engineers. In some cases, all code can be fully covered
by unit and UI tests undertaken by developers, as part of an automated process.
User acceptance testing can be managed by the client to ensure ongoing
alignment.

With manual QA engineers. Having a dedicated person testing features
can be necessary when unit / UI testing alone cannot cover all the potential
scenarios, such as when user-specific gestures are implemented, or when specific
app scenarios cannot be emulated with a test automation script.
With A-QA engineers. When there is a need for velocity in mobile app

delivery, such as the lead-up to a peak trading period in retail, test automation
might be appropriate. A-QA engineers can write test scripts for many scenarios, and
create automation pipelines to deliver a faster overall testing process.

Both manual and A-QA engineers. Sometimes, the best of both worlds
is the right approach. Automation testers can provide great test coverage across a
range of scenarios, as well as keeping a close eye on the app’s inner workings. A
manual QA can take the scenarios that can’t be accounted for in automated testing
and undertake in-depth testing of highly specific scenarios. A great example of
when this works well is on applications that require hardware interactivity to
operate – often scenarios involving devices like trackers or contactless payments
are best tested manually.

Developer responsibilities
Design.

To support an optimal development cycle, the whole UI component library will
be ready before any development commences. Therefore, the development
team takes the designers’ pixel-perfect designs and provides technical
feedback. Their knowledge of style guidelines from main providers Apple and
Google and differences between devices will help designers complete this
library quickly. Furthermore, architecture of a re-usable component library
can be achieved to help agility in future development.

Architecture.

Working closely with the BA and Product Owner stakeholders to ensure the
app will perform optimally. Architectural considerations will be made based
on what we know about the client’s business – how much data is flowing into
the app, how it will likely be used in the context of their industry, whether it
needs to function in highly specific circumstances. With this information in
mind, a technical architect can build a flexible and scalable architecture, on
the chosen technology stack, for the app.

Development.

Developing the app (essential). Once a prioritised backlog, choice of tech
stack, UI component system, stable architecture and critical decisions are
checked off the list, the team can start their first sprint. Prior to commencing
development, the relationship building undertaken during the kick-off stage
will help Godel and client teams work together in a friendly and collaborative
environment. This is key to high-quality delivery: teams that are comfortable
working together are better equipped to tackle challenges and implement
new ideas together.

Stay ahead of the game
A mobile developer’s mindset should always be focused on the
future. They build applications that can offer customers entirely
new experiences, so it’s very important to keep up with the latest
innovations.
It should be part of the job to bring new technologies to the table
when they think it could help improve an app – different
languages, platforms and tools help teams think differently and
encourage pushing the boundaries. To help getting started in this
direction, the global developer community is thriving – there is a
world of online mobile communities to explore.

B2B cross-platform:
an industry-leading farming
app
Muddy Boots is a software company that enables the entire food supply chain to view,
manage and report on the quality, traceability, and compliance of their products and suppliers.
They serve a range of SaaS products to their customers, but previously these products were
distributed across various legacy technologies. It held them back, to the point where they
couldn’t enter the Android market. As a result, Muddy Boots decided to look for a partner which
could help them move to Xamarin – rebuilding their apps from scratch.
Godel integrated with the Muddy Boots team to achieve this, taking responsibility of the
development cycle from architectural design, to setting up a DevOps environment in Azure, to
regression and localisation testing. The resulting app easily processes massive datasets to
support data capture for food quality control. It is functionally designed for employees that are
working outdoors or in dynamic conditions. With its 90% re-usable codebase, the app is now
accessible across different mobile devices and in the iOS and Android stores, as well as UWP
for Windows.

"Thanks to Godel’s skills engineering applications in
Xamarin, we’ve taken our first steps to delivering our mobile
strategy for the future – levelling the playing field in terms of the
platforms we offer and delivering increased functionality for
customers,”
Jez Pile, CTO at Muddy Boots Software.

B2C native:
an experience
centric FinTech
app
This client operates a market-leading online
platform in the insurance sector. Their mobile app
is a valuable product which offers additional
features such as offers and bonuses within a
customer-friendly experience.
Godel was previously working with this client on
various software engineering streams, so the
client was able to swiftly spin up additional
mobile teams with Godel. As a native product,
Godel provides both Android and IOS engineers
which deliver under one Godel Agile Delivery
Co-ordinator, mirroring the processes and KPIs of
the client’s mobile team in an augmented
fashion.
Working closely in turn with the clients’ mobile
team, these native pods deliver new features into
production as they arise. The partnered teams
have a SCRUM-inspired communication model in
place that constantly empowers knowledge
sharing with practices such as pair-programming,
retrospectives and general constant
communication

“We had timing challenges - we started in
April and needed to build the app before
November. We achieved that as a team which
was fantastic.

B2C cross-platform:
a top-ten clothing
ecommerce app

There are very few projects I can remember
where, when it’s a new technology and the
outcomes aren’t deterministic, you deliver
within the timeframes you expect.
Jon Cleaver, CTO, In The Style.

In The Style is one of Manchester’s biggest online fashion brands, which sells coveted

brands and its own collections. Operating in the shark-tank that is the online fashion market,
building an app which could reflect the success of their website and compete in the app store
was mission-critical.
Initially, they chose an off-the-shelf SaaS platform for their app. However once up and running, it
became clear that the SaaS product was not flexible enough for In The Style’s goals. So, In The
Style went to market to look for a partner who could deliver a custom application before the
peak trading cyber period in November.
Choosing Godel as their partner in April meant that the race was on from the outset to deliver
not just an app, but a fantastic product that held its own alongside their successful website.
Working closely with the client product owner and front-end development team, Godel dived into
a sprint routine and built a cross-platform app that integrated seamlessly with In The Style’s
backend platform.

“This probably saved about half the man-hours we had to put into the
old app.”
Ultimately, the app would save around 50% of the time which the In The Style team was
previously spending on maintenance and reporting. Once deployed, the app was met with
positive reviews to the point where it climbed to the top ten in the App Store, above many major
retail brands.

Watch the
full client reference
video

About Godel
Godel Technologies is a nearshore software development partner. Working
exclusively with UK organisations such as Intelliflo, Godel provides flexible,
agile pods of software developers within an agile managed service.
Technical expertise covers back-end software engineering, which is delivered
by its .NET, Java and PHP divisions and supported by its quality assurance/
test automation, project governance and business analysis experts.
Further, Godel has extensive software delivery expertise across areas
including front-end development, Python, Go!, DevOps, cloud migration
(supported by AWS and Azure certifications), artificial intelligence and machine
learning, data science, and mobile development.
Would you like to explore the partnership Godel has with the technology
leaders referenced in this whitepaper? Visit our video case studies:
godeltech.com/industries
To learn more about how Godel can work with you, contact us to have a
conversation.

Get in touch with us
9th Floor, NEO Building
Charlotte Street
Manchester M1 4ET
Telephone: 0161 219 8100
Email: hello@godeltech.com

